Curriculum Intent Art
‘Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings’ Salvador Dali
Art can embody some of the highest forms of human creativity, our curriculum is brave, ambitious and
creative, it is designed to ensure that all our students are able to achieve and make progress, we
stretch and challenge, adapt and develop, express and experiment. We aim to engage, inspire and
challenge our students, equipping them with the knowledge and skills to experiment, invent and
create their own works of art.
The Art curriculum is critical and contextual at its core, it is designed so that students can build up
from the formal elements and refine, develop and build upon their skills as the key stages progress,
we place a high value upon the importance of drawing. Students investigate ideas through the visual
language, exploring techniques, materials and processes through their own practical work.
As student’s progress throughout key stage three they will be able to think critically and develop a
more rigorous understanding of Art and the world around them, at key stage four students are
encouraged to think as an artist and be creative, experimental and ambitious with their sustained
units of work. The curriculum engages students to explore how Art both reflects and shapes our
history as well as investigating the contemporary, how it contributes to the culture, creativity and
wealth of our society, in doing so students are able to see beyond the analytical and realistic and
consider/explore the conceptual.
Our curriculum develops the use of the visual language by seeing, understanding, questioning and
practising, their own work this supports them to become articulate, confident and expressive
developing skills and confidence in oracy and rhetoric while forming opinions and an understanding
of Art throughout history and today’s society. Students learn to think and act as artists working
creatively and intelligently. We build a passionate and reflective pupil through our curriculum to have
a brave approach when developing skills with media and their techniques, using the physical act of art
as a tool for looking, experiencing and learning. Understanding and applying the formal elements of
art across all disciplines: line, shape, form, tone, texture, pattern, colour and composition are vital in
underpinning creative work and successful students and this is reinforced throughout the curriculum.
We are committed to nurturing resilient, ambitious and curious students who will embed creativity in
their own futures, careers and everyday life.
Overarching concepts













Resilience – trying something more than once and conquering setbacks.
Safety and safe working practice – using tools and techniques safely and responsibly.
Culture – a vast range of cultures, creative endeavours within them and their disciplines
Cross Curricular – Interconnected with history, literature, mathematics.
Proportion and Scale – mathematical approaches in Art
Formal Elements – showing understanding and application of line, tone, texture, pattern,
shape, form, colour and composition
Observe and record – mark making and drawing
Explore and respond – experimenting with media and their properties
Refine and Reflective – vocalise, visualise, annotate and present findings.
Describe and analyse – how and why?
Independence – identify own strengths and weaknesses
Artistic Journey – starting point to final conclusion.
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